2004 mercury mountaineer transfer case

Mercury Mountaineer owners have reported 13 problems related to transfer case under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Mercury Mountaineer based on all problems reported for
the Mountaineer. Big o techs conned wife into buying 2 tires and we own awd SUV that requires
4 at the same intervals. I immediately notify them that this is not safe and will damage my car
they continued for over 2 months to lie to me about having somemone comtact me. I have all
the communications I've had with them through messages. A few weeks after they put the tires
on and refused to take them off and put my old o ES back on and issue a refund well my
transmission and transfer case failed I contacted them again and again they lied to me about
someone contacting me. I took my SUV to the transmission shop we measured over 2 inch
circumference difference. I informed big o that I have a TSB issued by Ford my employer that
dates back to on tire circumference procedures for tire dealers to follow. The response I got was
that big o refuses to review or acknowledge tsbs. That's alarming as tsbs are issued my the
manufacturers for safety. I warned them this is dangerous and can hurt my new drivetrain the
very next day from getting my SUV out of the shop the tires again caused binding to occur but
this time it led to what should've been a fatal accident where as the awd system done it's job but
the tires being off by so much made the SUV bind a three in into 3 degree spin and slammed the
concrete median totaling my vehicle and injuring my wife. I've documented all messages with
big o and have much more evidence related to this case that I'm unable to add in this
description because I'm running out of allowed characters remaining. I did contact big o again
and sent photos of my crashed SUV and suddenly they now won't respond back at all. I think
this justifies a full investigation into there refusal to review tsbs and full reimbursement for all
my. See all problems of the Mercury Mountaineer. Tl-the contact owns a Mercury Mountaineer.
The contact stated the while backing up and turning left or right the rear end would stutter. This
failure has progressed into a load screching noise when the vehicle is in drive or reverse. The
failure has progressed over a period of four months. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic who stated the transfer case needed to be replaced to repair the vehicle. The vehicle
has not been repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 80, Failure of carrier bushings would lead to front end locking up. Causing a
jackhammer affect on the drivetrain of the vehicle. To close calls due to front end locking up.
Accidents were avoided due to driver vigilance. Have pictures of bushings and what's left of the
bushings. Transmission seems to be failing or transfer case its really a big problem because
when I drive onto the express way a rattling noise gets louder as I accelerate I feel conserned
about my safety and my children plus other drivers they should recall for vehicle inspection I
am very upset and scared. The contact owns a Mercury Mountaineer. The contact stated that
while attempting to change the wheel drive, the vehicle failed to utilize the forward wheel drive.
In addition, the vehicle began exhibiting several failures simultaneously. The power steering
assist failed, the gear shifter failed, and the transmission was causing the vehicle to jerk
abnormally. Also, the power windows had become inoperable. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic for inspection. The contact was informed that the transfer case and
transmission needed to be replaced. The additional failures were not diagnosed. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the incident. The approximate failure
mileage was 83, Transfer case defect causes steering difficulty on slow turns. Transmission
issue reported to Ford in at 38, miles. Again at 51, I opted for an aamco transmission when Ford
refused to cover. Now transfer case is making driving dangerous. Turning ability greatly
reduced,. I have a Mercury Mountaineer, I have had more problems on this car than are
countable. The transmission has slowly been slipping since I bought the vehicle. I have had to
replace the transfer case within the past two months, and now my check transmission light and
od off light is on. Mechanics now say I need a new transmission. I have looked at numerous
review on this make and model cars and all have transmission problems, and those who said
they replaced the transmission, the problem recurred and it was a waste of money. I am just
trying to figure out what to do these prices is getting very costly for a car that seems like cannot
be repaired. Rear back hatch cracked when purchased, promised to be fixed by dealership, but
they never honored their promise. I have since seen several Mercury Mountaineers with the rear
back hatch cracked as well, wondering why their wasn't a recall?? Bought used from a dealer
with miles. Checked out by mechanic. All services were done no mention of problems. I
serviced it every miles. Mileage was On way home 18 mi. Into 35 mi. Drive , front end started to
fail. Couldn't find source of leaking fluid. Drive home. Next morning, tried to return to mechanic
with car. Made it about 25 of the 35 miles to town before front end failed. Front differential was
replaced, also 4 ball joints, seals for both shafts, brake pads from differential fluid damage were
replaced. All 4 wheels had bearings repacked. Within 1 week, began hearing noise again from
drive train. Car back at mechanic on The noise now from rear transfer case. It was flushed 2

times fluid filled with fine metal fragments. The rear differential fluid also changed. Mechanic
said months until rear end failed. Will re-assess front differential after rear is fixed. We've
contacted Ford, no recalls for our car. They'll not make any repairs or reimburse for faulty
equipment. It doesn't qualify for state lemon law mileage. There's at least 31 problems and 18
complaints on your website that I've had in the 1 year since I bought this car. This is a Ford
issue. Transfer case was leaking while under warranty - all rear seals replaced. Started leaking
again and vehicle was taken in for routine service 39, miles. Told large chunks of metal in
transmission pan - transmission needs replaced. Believe leak is related to transmission
problem that was not checked during original complaint when seals were replaced. Had warped
rotors within first 2, miles. Ford would only ground rotors but dealer replaced them at no
charge. I have also experienced a loud, thumping noise when I am making a sharp turn to left or
right at a very low speed. Also, often when putting car in reverse many times there is a large
thump and vehicle appears to shift hard. Finally, when stopped on a steep hill, after removing
foot from brake, vehicle rolls backwards many times. Was driving and the SUV threw itself into 4
wheel drive low, causing rapid deceleration of vehicle. It was raining and it happened without
warning. Ford has special service messages drive line trasfer case concerns. Contact has
concerns about not being notified by manufacturer about problem. SUV is at dealer now and is
still under warranty. Contact says is is very dangerous when this happens in traffic and rain.
Brakes failed seven times within 70, miles. An independent mechanic determined that the gem
control module was the problem. When the gem control module malfunctioned, the brakes
failed, and the 4-wheel drive didn't operate. Also, windshield wipers operated intermittently. Car
Problems. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 1. Transfer Case problem of the
Mercury Mountaineer 2. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 3. Transfer Case
problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 4. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 5.
Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 6. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury
Mountaineer 7. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer 8. Transfer Case problem of
the Mercury Mountaineer 9. Transfer Case problem of the Mercury Mountaineer Automatic
Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Overdrive Light On problems. Differential Unit
problems. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Transmission
Solenoid problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Driveshaft problems. I
just bought a 04 mercury mountaineer awd I have never owned a awd vehicle I noticed my
transfer case is leaking bad and I don't have the money to fix it can I get rid of the transfer case
and just run it as a two wheel drive. I think you would have to install a 2WD transmission or
install a 2WD tail piece onto the transmission if possible. This route would cost as much or
more than simply resealing the transfer case. If the leak is just an output shaft seal the fix might
not cost all that much. Guru5PSKD answered 3 years ago. I can't figure out where the leak is
and I don't have much time to mess with it is mine and my wife's only care and the baby's
always have appointment I was hoping for a quick fix I just bought a 04 mercury mountaineer
awd I have never owned a awd vehicle I noticed my transfer case is leaking bad and I don't have
the money to fix it can I get rid of the transfer case and j I just bought my Mountaineer about 1
week ago. This is the cleanest truck I have found. It looks and feels like its a or even brand new.
I am super happy with the truck. It has every single opt I am having trouble getting the bearing
lined up with the shaft and transfer case. The bearings haft to fit in a certain way and i can't
figure it out. My transfer case on my mercury mountaineer went out if I continue to drive it what
other parts will be damaged need to be replaced? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Transfer
case problems. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Mercury Mountaineer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Mercury Mountaineer Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Auto Trans Bushing. Auto Trans Drain Plug. Auto
Trans Manual Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Master Repair Kit. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Hose. Auto Trans
Oil Pump Seal. Auto Trans Shift Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Torque Converter. Automatic
Transmission Brake Band. Automatic Transmission Bushing Kit. Automatic Transmission
Extension Housing Gasket. Automatic Transmission Filter. Automatic Transmission Filter Kit.
Automatic Transmission O-Ring. Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler. Automatic Transmission
Pan Drain Plug. Automatic Transmission Pan Gasket. Automatic Transmission Pump Seal.
Automatic Transmission Rear Seal. Automatic Transmission Selector Cable. Automatic
Transmission Shift Linkage Clip. Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Automatic Transmission
Speed Sensor. Differential Bearing. Differential Bearing Shaft Assembly. Differential Carrier

Bearing Race. Differential Pinion Bearing. Differential Pinion Race. Differential Side Cover Seal.
Extension Housing Bushing. Neutral Safety Switch. Neutral Safety Switch Connector. Output
Shaft Bearing. Output Shaft Seal. Pinion Seal. Torque Converter Seal. Transfer Case Adapter
Gasket. Transfer Case Extension Housing Seal. Transfer Case Selector Shaft Seal. Transfer
Case Shift Motor Connector. Transmission Case Bearing. Transmission Case Output Shaft Seal.
Transmission Case Shaft Seal. Transmission Case Shift Shaft Seal. Transmission Control
Module. Transmission Mount. Transmission Oil Cooler. Transmission Shift Boot. Air Intake.
Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive
Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware.
DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Dorman Transfer Case Motor. Click to Enlarge. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Catalog: H. Vehicle Mercury Mountaineer. Catalog: Q. We offer
an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping
Returns. This is an original used OEM Transfer Case that's guaranteed to fit a Mercury
Mountaineer with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. This insurance-grade
Transfer Case is in stock and available for immediate shipping. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the
COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few
working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. Below
you will find a detailed list that includes rebuilt re-manufactured BW Transfer Cases , a
complete parts list including: bearing rebuild kits, gaskets, seals, thrust washers, bushings
individual bearing, chain, sprockets, cases housings and miscellaneous parts. If you need more
information or cannot find the parts you need give us a call, if you would like to save money,
ask about our good take out parts GTO , they are inspected and guaranteed. Guaranteed quality
and correct parts supplied. You can see the complete line of products that we offer Having
issues diagnosing problems with your BW transfer case? We can help free knowledgeable
technical support! To speak to a Drivetrain Expert or to place an order call us toll free We have a
large inventory of rebuilt BW transfer cases plus Transfer Case parts. Our factory rebuilt
re-manufactured transfer cases are tested before leaving our factory to ensure quality, saving
you both time and money! Our rebuilt transfer Cases include all new bearings, gaskets, seals,
chains clutch and viscous couplers where used. These units are tested before leaving the
factory. The BW transfer case was manufactured by Borg Warner. This model is chain driven.
This unit was utilized beginning in Select this link to see what models that use this Transfer
Case. The BW has magnesium cases and utilizes a viscous clutch system, this case was
manufactured with left side drop output and has a low gear ratio of 2. The units are provided

with both 4 bolt flat flange and 6 bolt cup flanges in the front neither are removable externally.
They are equipped with 4 bolt removable flat flanges on the rear. This unit can have issues with
premature chain and sprocket and viscous coupler wear causing failure, also high mileage
failures of these parts have been seen. Another problem associated with the BW transfer case is
input shaft failure. However, In general the BW design is very good for the horsepower rating
that it is specified for, receives good ratings for operation in snow conditions. If you have
purchased your vehicle used the very first order of business is to double check the tire
diameters. Used car dealers may have mismatched the tires to make the sale. Mismatched tires
will cause the BW transfer case to fail. In addition to a rebuilt 12 month warrantied BW transfer
cases we offer all parts required to rebuild your unit, we have new parts and per your request
we can provide good used takeout parts to save you money! Part identification is occasionally a
problem and knowing just what parts need to be replaced can be an issue, we can help by
identification of associated parts that should be replaced when one part fails. Take advantage of
our expertise! Buy parts from Midwest Transmission Center and receive bonus free telephone
expertise to assist you in diagnosing the problem, part s required and additional phone
assistance when you are in the re-assembly processes if required. Our factory rebuilt
re-manufactured Transfer Cases are tested before leaving the factory. Save yourself time and
money! We provide a detailed list of rebuilt BW units and parts that are available plus detailed
assembly illustrations to help you in parts identification and the purchasing phase of the rebuild
process. Rebuilt BW transfer cases include all new bearings, gaskets, seal, clutch parts, chains
and filters. Below we provide a BW parts illustrations to assist you with the correct
identification of the parts you need. Select the parts you require from the the list below and give
us a call This information may also be on a paper tag. Please supply this number when
purchasing a rebuilt transfer case to insure direct drop in replacement! Midwest Transmission
can Cryogenic Treat any shaft or gear. Call for a quote. This is an example of a widget area that
you can place text to describe a product or service. You can also use other WordPress widgets
such as recent posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0.
Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical Support. BW Transfer Case Ford
and Mercury BW Transfer Case Ford and Mercury Midwest Transmission an automotive parts
rebulider and re-manufacturer can help you with your
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BW Below you will find a detailed list that includes rebuilt re-manufactured BW Transfer Cases
, a complete parts list including: bearing rebuild kits, gaskets, seals, thrust washers, bushings
individual bearing, chain, sprockets, cases housings and miscellaneous parts. Take advantage
of our BW expertise! Potential problems with the BW Transfer Case This unit can have issues
with premature chain and sprocket and viscous coupler wear causing failure, also high mileage
failures of these parts have been seen. Get the correct quality parts the first time for your BW!
Free BW Transfer Case parts illustration We provide a detailed list of rebuilt BW units and parts
that are available plus detailed assembly illustrations to help you in parts identification and the
purchasing phase of the rebuild process. Need Stronger Parts? Footer 4 Widget This is an
example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or service. All Rights
Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul.

